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Polecenie: Choose the correct possessive pronouns to complete the sentences.

Is that Karen's phone or Derek's? I'm sure it's ...................1.

A  his  B  mine  C  theirs

I'm looking for William's email address. Is this one ..................?2.

A  theirs  B  ours  C  his

I think this table is ................... I asked for one by the window.3.

A  his  B  hers  C  ours

There are so many good paintings here, but the best one is by Peter. That's .................., by the4.
window.

A  theirs  B  mine  C  his

Miranda said I could borrow her bike, but which one is ..................?5.

A  hers  B  mine  C  yours

I'll show you my story if you show me ...................6.

A  theirs  B  his  C  yours

The house on the right is ................... We've lived there for twenty years or so.7.

A  theirs  B  hers  C  ours

I know that Jack has a classic car. Perhaps that one is ..................?8.

A  hers  B  ours  C  his

I've taken several photographs for this magazine. These are two of ...................9.

A  hers  B  mine  C  ours

You wash your apples in that sink and I'll wash .................. here.10.

A  his  B  theirs  C  mine
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Answers
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1. A
2. C
3. C
4. C
5. A

6. C
7. C
8. C
9. B
10. C

Is that Karen's phone or Derek's? I'm sure it's ...................1.

A   his  B  mine  C  theirs

I'm looking for William's email address. Is this one ..................?2.

A  theirs  B  ours  C   his

I think this table is ................... I asked for one by the window.3.

A  his  B  hers  C   ours

There are so many good paintings here, but the best one is by Peter. That's .................., by the4.
window.

A  theirs  B  mine  C   his

Miranda said I could borrow her bike, but which one is ..................?5.

A   hers  B  mine  C  yours

I'll show you my story if you show me ...................6.

A  theirs  B  his  C   yours

The house on the right is ................... We've lived there for twenty years or so.7.

A  theirs  B  hers  C   ours

I know that Jack has a classic car. Perhaps that one is ..................?8.

A  hers  B  ours  C   his

I've taken several photographs for this magazine. These are two of ...................9.

A  hers  B   mine  C  ours

You wash your apples in that sink and I'll wash .................. here.10.

A  his  B  theirs  C   mine
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